By SEA THE STARS (IRE) (2006). European Horse of the year, Classic winner of $6,797,494 USA in England, France and Ireland, Investec Epsom Derby [G1], etc. Leading sire in Poland, sire of 11 crops of racing age, 1303 foals, 920 starters, 113 stakes winners, 1 champion, 612 winners of 1506 races and earning $78,511,678 USA, including Nemezis (Champion in Poland, $102,711 USA), Stradivarius (Hwt. 6 times in Europe and England, $4,462,835 USA, Qatar Goodwood Cup [G1] 3 times, etc.), Cloth of Stars (Hwt. 3 times in Europe and France, $3,428,698 USA, Prix Ganay [G1], etc.), Baaeed (Hwt. 6 times in Europe and England, $3,398,976 USA, Queen Elizabeth II S. [G1], etc.), Crystal Ocean (Hwt. 4 times in Europe and England, $2,647,105 USA, Prince Of Wales's S. [G1], etc.).

1st dam
=ORIENTAL MAGIC (GER), by =Doyen (IRE). Winner at 2 in GER, placed at 3 in FR , $53,290 (USA), Sauren Dachfonds - Winterkonigin-Trial [L], 2nd Prix Panacee [L], 3rd Grosser Preis von LOTTO Hamburg [G3]. Dam of 8 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners--

=SEA SILK ROAD (IRE) (f. by =Sea The Stars (IRE)). Black type winner, see below.
=Andaleep (IRE) (g. by =Siyouni (FR)). 9 wins, 4 to 7, 2023 in ENG, placed at 2 in IRE, $125,025 (USA).
=Vega Magic (IRE) (g. by =Lope de Vega (IRE)). 7 wins, 3 to 6, 2023 in FR and ITY, placed at 2 in ENG, $56,268 (USA).
=Indemnity (IRE) (c. by =Lope de Vega (IRE)). Placed in 1 start at 3, 2023 in ENG.

2nd dam
=ORIENTAL PEARL (GER), by Big Shuffle. 2 wins at 3 in GER, $34,781 (USA), Preis des Gestuetes Graditz [L]. Sister to =ORANGE TOUCH (GER) ($98,317 (USA), Travelsphere Holidays March S. [L]), =ORANGE CURE (GB) ($36,277 (USA), Amacitalopning [L], etc.), =Molon ($45,896 (USA), 2nd Dansk Eclipse S. [L], etc.). Dam of 7 winners--

=Oriental Fox (GER) (g. by Lomitas (GB)). 5 wins, 3 to 9 in ENG and GER, placed, 3 to 7 in FR , ITY and SWI, $467,590 (USA), Hwt. older horse at 7 on Italian Free Hand., 14 fur & up, 2nd Darley Prix Kergorlay [G2], Qatar Prix Gladiateur [G3], DEVK Jubalaumschup Weidenpescher Cup [L], 3rd St. Leger Italiano [G3], Longines Sagaro S. [G3], SWB Derby-Trial [L], Preis des Casino Baden-Baden-Badener Steher Cup [L].

=ORIENTAL EAGLE (GER) (c. by Campanologist). 4 wins, 3 to 6 in GER and IRE, $171,636 (USA), Hwt. at 3 on German Free Hand., 14 fur. & up, Preis des Gestuts Wittekindshof - Deutsches St. Leger [G3], Gerling-Preis [G2], Martin Molony S. [L], 3rd Fritz Henkel Stiftung-Rennen [G3].

=ORIENTAL MAGIC (GER) (f. by =Doyen (IRE)). Black type winner, see above.
=Oriental Ghost (GER) (g. by =Tiger Hill (IRE)). Winner at 4 and 5 in GER and FR , $141,756 (USA), Prix Exbury [G3], etc., sire), GOLDEN MINTAGE ($530,094 (USA), Premio d'Aprile-Memorial [L], etc., sire). Dam of 11 winners--

=Oriental Flower (GER) (f. by Big Shuffle). 4 wins in 5 starts at 2 in GER, $168,865 (USA), Hwt. filly at 2 on German Free Hand. Dam of--

=ORIENTAL TIGER (GER) (c. by =Tiger Hill (IRE)). 3 wins at 2 and 5 in GER, $453,516 (USA), Gerling-Preis [G2], Www.germantote.de-Grand Prix Aufgalopp [G3], 2nd Grosser
Volkswagen Preis von Baden [G1], Junioren-Preis [L], 3rd BMW Deutsches Derby [G1], etc.

=Oriental Lion (GB) (c. by Seattle Dancer). Winner at 3 in GER, $39,536 (USA), 2nd Oppenheim-Union-Rennen [G2].

=Oriental World (GER) (f. by Platini (GER)). Placed at 2 and 3 in GER. Dam of--

=Oriental Sky (GER) (c. by Tiger Hill (IRE)). 6 wins, 2 to 5 in SVK, AUT and HUN, placed at 3 in CZE, $40,745 (USA), Champion older horse in Slovakia, Champion Stayer in Slovakia.

=ORIENTAL LADY (GER) (f. by =Doyen (IRE)). 5 wins, 2 to 4 in AUS and GER, $232,062 (USA), Gosford Quarries Gosford Gold Cup [L], 2nd Diana-Trial [G2], 3rd Vilis Pies Australia Day Cup [L], Nereide-Rennen [L]. Producer.

=ORANGE TOUCH (GER) (c. by $Lando (GER)). 4 wins, 2 to 9 in ENG and IRE, $98,317 (USA), Travelsphere Holidays March S. [L].

=ORANGE CURE (GB) (f. by Cure the Blues). 4 wins, 2 to 5 in DEN and SWE, placed at 2 in NOR, $36,277 (USA), Amicalalopning [L], 3rd Norwegian Kriterium [L]. Producer.

=ORIENTAL PEARL (GER) (f. by Big Shuffle). Black type winner, see above.

=ORANGE LADY (GER) (f. by =Doyen (IRE)). 5 wins, 2 to 4 in GER, $19,037 (USA). Producer.

=Orange Sky (GER) (c. by Big Shuffle). Winner at 5 and 6 in GER, $11,551 (USA).

=Orange Champ (GER) (g. by =Kornado (GB)). Placed at 3 in GER, $3,444 (USA).

4th dam

GOLDEN BOWL, by *Vaguely Noble. 3 wins at 2 and 3 in ENG, $36,049 (USA), Lupe S., 2nd Cheshire Oaks-G3, Kingsclere S. Half-sister to =Pure Bravado (GB) ($15,130 (USA), Hwt. older horse at 5 on Austrian Free Hand., 7 - 9 1/2 fur.), =ROSE REEF (GB) ($78,753 (USA), E.B.F. Gladness S. [G3], sire), ROKEBY (GB) ($82,077 (USA), Kronimus Rennen [L], etc., sire), =Rokey Bowl (GB) ($194,707 (USA), 3rd Ormonde S. [G3]), =Rose Campion ($15,000 (USA), 3rd Radley S. [L]). Dam of 4 winners, including--

GOLDEN MINTAGE (c. by The Minstrel). 16 wins, 2 to 8 in IRE and ITY, $530,094 (USA), Premio d'Aprile-Memorial [L], Premio Trofeo Cino del Duca [L], 2nd Premio Paroli-Italian Two Thousand Guineas [G1], Premio Sirmione [L] twice, Reference Point E.B.F. Tyros S. [L], 3rd Gladness S. [G3], Premio Chiusura G3, Cartier Million S. [L], etc. Sire.

NERO ZILZAL (c. by Zilzal). 3 wins at 3 and 4 in FR, $141,756 (USA), Prix Exbury [G3].

Remember Midnight (f. by Cure the Blues). One of 3 winners, including--


Almost Shy (f. by Blushing John). Placed at 3 in FR and NA.


=Orange Bowl (IRE) (f. by General Assembly). See above.

Conquistada (f. by Conquistador Cielo). Unraced.


Bowl of Honey (f. by Lyphard). Unraced.